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Opportunity:
The opportunity our project sought to tackle was the improvement of vending machines to create

a better overall experience for its users (owners and customers). It accomplished this by changing/adding
a few parts compared to traditional vending machines. One improvement was changing the traditional coil
in vending machines to a conveyor belt system allowing the owner to fit more items in the machine at
once. Another improvement was adding an item damage mitigation cushion to minimize damage to items
after they are dispensed. Finally, we added an item detection mechanism (ultrasonic sensor) to ensure that
a user will always receive one item, instead of zero or multiple items that commonly occurs with
traditional coils.

High Level Strategy:
The customer will enter their desired item number on the keypad, which will turn the

corresponding conveyor belt on and continue till an item falls and is detected by the item detection
mechanism (ultrasonic sensor). The item then falls into the item damage mitigation tray, and the customer
then grabs their item. We initially desired to have an automatic voice detection system to which the user
could speak to the machine, and a system to track selling data, but these were not implemented due to
time constraints. The conveyor belts were desired to move items with a mass of two soda cans (355 g),
and based on our calculations we believed we could achieve this, but were initially unsuccessful. The
conveyor belt without the gear box was only able to move items with less mass ~150 g. After adding a
gearbox to the second belt, we were able to achieve the necessary torque on the belt to move the heavier
items. In terms of overall functionality, the sensor integrated with the belt system achieved the desired
ability to stop the belt after only dispensing one of any type of item consistently.

Photo of Device with Labels:



Critical Design Decisions:

Our function critical design decision involved selecting the correct motor, belt size, and gear ratio in order
to achieve the desired dispensing of items up to the weight of two soda cans. We decided to begin with the
motor, and selected the one that came with our kits, as it would save money and we believed it could
provide the right amount or torque to spin the conveyor belt. We decided that we wanted to fit about two
soda cans, so we sized the length of the belt such that it would fit two cans, with a little extra room. The
following are the calculations performed to ensure it would be strong enough.
Max Torque of Motor = 0.60 Nm (From Motor Spec Sheet)
We do not want to exceed 60%, so max operating torque = 0.60 * .6 = .36 Nm
Mass of each soda can = 0.355 kg
2 Soda cans = 0.355 * 2 = 0.710 kg



Weight of 2 Cans = 9.8 m/s^2 * 0.710 kg = 6.96 N
Formula for Required Torque, T = (F* r)/(n)
Efficiency (n) assumed to be 0.4
Radius of gear = 17 mm = .017 m
T = (6.96 * .017)/.4 = .30 Nm, which meets 0.36 Nm Requirement.

In reality the motor was unable to move the belt with two soda cans, so the efficiency must be lower than
expected. After adding a 3 to 1 gearbox for one of the belts, max torque output allowed is .36 * 3 = 1.08
Nm, which is sufficient for an efficiency as low as 0.11.

For the bearings, the loads are equal to the required preload to tension the conveyor belt.
Output Torque Assumed = 0.30 Nm
Gear Radius = 17 mm = .017 m
Bearing Force = T/R, = .30/.017 = 17.6 N
Static Load Rating of Bearing = 474 N, meaning we have a SF (Safety Factor) of 27

State Transition Diagram:

Reflection: Overall, the biggest strategy that led to our success was ensuring that the topic/project chosen
was one that everyone in the group was passionate about. Since everyone was passionate about our
project this led to everyone wanting to work on it and willing to go above and beyond to make our vision
come true. One thing our group could have done differently was sticking to the time we set in the
beginning to meet every week to ensure that everyone is on the same page and the progress that needs to
be done every week gets finished.



Appendix

Bill of Materials:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1o25A7YxaQ-j9CvxKn_9-_HlHdxigR9muAbKDfllPjHM/edit?us
p=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1o25A7YxaQ-j9CvxKn_9-_HlHdxigR9muAbKDfllPjHM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1o25A7YxaQ-j9CvxKn_9-_HlHdxigR9muAbKDfllPjHM/edit?usp=sharing
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Screenshots of Code:


















